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Abuctive reasoning
 from thing to rule

Abject 
 a formless value, not yet recognized

Abstract machine 
 a generative or inventive idea. Singular, designated by proper name of an 
 individual or a group). Transversive, it crosses existing levels (the 
 popcycle)

Abstract machine 
 a generator or inventive idea

Alienation 
 behind compassion fatigue

Allegory 
 like a parable, a story with a moral linked via metaphor to another story

Anamorphic (Lyotard) 
 rests on the clash between the quasi-geometric perspective and the quasi-
 motivated force of curvature and diffusion in vision

Aporia 
 a blind spot. Also, an impasse, a dilemma, an inability to move ahead,   
 or conventionally, an inability to choose between sets of equally desirable   
 (or undesirable) alternatives

Apparatus 
 technology, institutional practices, and subject formation
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Apparatus shift 
 oral to literate and literate to electrate

Arabesque 
 an ornamental design of interlaced patterns of repeated shapes (floral or   
 geometric) said to be the most typical feature of Islamic aesthetics

Artificial stupidity 
 putting our blindness and idiocy into the scene

Aspectuality (Wittgenstein) 
 the duck-rabbit, for example. An image whose intelligibility is determined  
 by the aspect of the viewer

Assemblage 
 collective enunciation (but in both the individual and the group)

ATH (até) 
 blindness or foolishness in individual, calamity and disaster in a collective

Attraction and repulsion 
 two poles (the sublime and the excremental)

Attunement (stimmung) 
 the feeling that this is how the world is, results from mapping the   
 popcycle

Aura 
 a sign of recognition

Autocommunication 
 the form of the middle voice – it is communication within the self 
 (or selves)

Bestimmen 
 to define, to know - is made possible by stimmung (attunement)

Bildung (Zizek) 
 the molding of character
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Binary dualisms
 the structuring pairs that organize mythic and literate thought (i.e. male/ 
 female, black/white, living/dead, etc.)

Blindness 
 results from convergence

Bombe 
 Turing’s strategy for breaking the code of the German enigma machine. It  
 aligned holes in a block, matrix, or tangle

Branch vs. tangle (weaving vs. felt) 
 Ulmer says we need to deal with the tangle

Burning question 
 brought to the divination. In this case, it is posed to the public issue.

Calculative reason vs. lyrical 
 combined in choragraphy

Camp 
 associated with homosexual subculture, an “in” joke, usually based on  
 “kitsch,” or low-brow material

Catastrophe 
 the consequences of foolishness at a collective level

Categorical image 
 an image that evokes a mood

Categories 
 metaphysical sets disrupted by the punctum, realigned as scenes by the 
 group subject

Catena 
 chain, of association

CATTt 
 contrast, analogy, theory, target, tale. The five parts of a method
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Cha-Ching (or ka-ching) 
 the Internet oracle, based loosely on the I Ching

Chora 
 Plato’s name for a receptacle screen for sorting the many into the one. A  
 holistic ordering of topics – a place where being and becoming interact,  
 a screen (order from chaos); it is relationship as such. It replaces topos,  
 and is concerned with genos (from being to becoming). About crossing of  
 chance and necessity only visible indirectly in the puncept

Chora (sorting) vs. topos (already sorted: the categories of metaphysics)

Choragraphy 
 writing the chora, writing with the chora. The recognition and formation  
 of pattern

Choramancy 
 critical divination.

Clarity 
 the Enlightenment notion of how to view reality: a view through a  
 window. An effect of repression

Classical vs. baroque 
 ease versus unease

Cognitive map 
 a map of the psychic territory orienting one’s values, behaviors, and  
 identity. See Psychogeography

Coincidences 
 key to Wittgenstein’s new methods (and to Ulmer’s), replacing realism in 
 logic

Compassion fatigue 
 the inability to be touched from a distance

Concept vs. concetto (conceit names a verbal emblem)
 a concetto folds the concept into the individual. It gathers diverse 
 materials together into a scene that produces a feeling, atmosphere, or  
 mood
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Conduction (or conductive reasoning) 
 thing to thing: linkage along points of shared term (pun, resemblance)

Contradiction
 two or more propositions that are in conflict (i.e. both cannot be true at 
 the same time)

Convergence 
 when the interdependence of policy and metaphysics seems to disappear

Correspondences 
 the microcosm reproduces the macrocosm

Countermonuments
 iconoclastic, anti existing monuments.

Counter-surveillance 
 witnessing the spectacle

Cyberpidgin 
 Internet English viewed as postcolonial discourse, an acceptance of folk  
 customs as a vernacular code of oral wisdom, emerging into creoles.

Dasein 
 thrownness or facticity. Being-in-the-world

De$ign  
 deconstructed design/dasein, and a bunch of other puns about the $ign  
 (as concetto), etc.

Deconsulting 
 a consultation that uses the disaster as the vehicle and the querent as the 
 tenor of the consultation

Deductive reasoning 
 from rule to case

Defense mechanism 
 a spiritual no-call list
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Defile 
 a passage between individual experience and collective structures

Deictic (pointing, this!, a mark of presence) 
 vs. distich (absence, escapes one’s grasp)

Desire
 activated by law, division

Diegesis 
 the imaginary space and time of the narrative

Discourse  
 all the terms related to an institution’s grasp of a topic

Discursive logic (problem-solving) and pathic logic (group subjects)

Distich 
 absence, escapes one’s grasp

Divination  
 a tracing that shows a pattern. A person with an intractable problem 
 consults a diviner, who uses a chance procedure to connect the personal 
 problem with the collective cultural archive

Donor 
 in narrative theory, the character who most tests the hero, promising a 
 gift

Dreamwork 
 condensation and displacement. The logic of a new category formation

Drift (derive) 
 the situationist practice of mapping the psychogeography of a site by 
 wandering movements, noting points of attraction (or repulsion)

Duty 
 a feeling the MEmorial tries to represent (what is my feeling of duty? To 
 shop?)
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Egent  
 an electronic agent

Eidos (shape) 
 a bringing together of shapes, really

Emblems
 have 3 elements: images, inscriptions, signatures (slogan + picture +  
 commentary). Addressed to a general audience. A secondary elaboration 
 (from Freud’s dreamwork – that agency that organizes disparate dream 
 elements into coherence
EmerAgency 
 agency for experiments in adapting arts and letters education to Internet

Emeragents  
 affecting human agency in electracy

Empirical (usually part of Contrast slot) 
 the illusion of clarity, produced by suppression

Enstasis 
 a counterexample used to refute a claim of universality for a rule

Epiphany
  an experience of correspondence between inside and outside worlds

Euporia 
 to untangle the knot

Euthyphro 
 group subject (explored by Bataille and Guattari); interface between 
 individual and collective

Extimacy (Lacan) 
 environment and event happen in me

Fallacies (especially of pathos)  
 “errors” in reasoning. Apparent in Monty Python movies
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Fetish 
 a glittering signifier; in Freud, a site that receives the psychic energy of a  
 displacement. A detachable part, a writable sign

Field 
 a space for a term to appear (the epic, philosophy)

Figural (Lyotard) 
 the visual supplement to discourse beyond the limits of natural language,  
 described as a vision of anamorphic (distorted) perspective

Formless 
 without category

Formless Value
 the aesthetic most relevant to the monument, it resists transposition  
 (sublimation, idealization)

Gap (in a coded system) 
 a place to make a concetto

Gaze (Lacan) 
 not literally “looking,” but the feeling of being scrutinized (it’s on us, in 
 us). It is a mediated form of self-scrutiny

General accident (Virilio) 
 a catastrophe affecting everyone at once. Increasingly likely due to 
 globalization and the Internet

General Economy vs. Restricted Economy (Bataille) 
 the restricted economy is one of accumulation and profit and loss. The  
 general economy describes an economy of excess, of sacrifice, and  
 necessary waste (death, useless expenditure)

Grammatology 
 the study of the transformation of memory and information systems 
 across apparati of orality, literacy, and electracy

Heimat 
 safety
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Heterology 
 a gathering of items not by category

Heuristic 
 a rule of thumb (for composing a text)

Holography 
 a composite image

Homo sacer 
 sacred man, who can be killed but not yet sacrificed (i.e. untouchables, 
 bare life)

Homogenous vs. heterogenous
 . . .

Horizontality (association) vs. verticality (concept, genus)

Hypericon 
 a scene of instruction or paradigmatic example, most often from 
 childhood

Icon and aniconism (rejection of images)

Identity 
 in orality, the tribe, in literacy, a sense of selfhood, in electracy, the feeling  
 that I am separate from my image

Imaginary (Lacan) 
 the preverbal stage in which the child is not yet, psychically, a separate 
 entity

Imagined community (Anderson) 
 a nation. Since we don’t know all the people in it, the community is 
 imagined

Imagoes 
 ideal images of superego figures

Immanence (becoming) vs. transcendence (metaphysical category –  
 the ideal form)
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Impresa 
 the principle of individuation, from undertaking, vs. Emblems. One  
 makes an impresa when one chooses an emblem to express a personal  
 intention

Inductive reasoning  
 from thing to case

Infans  
 one who does not speak. It is also the pre-verbal part of us that dies in the  
 formation of language

Inference 
 orients the receiver by means of evocation

Informe 
 formless operation to displace perspective and record the collapse of the 
 ideal into the immanent

Inside/outside border mapped by poets 
 “negative capabilities” (Keats), “Objective correlative” (Eliot), or  
 “Weltinnenraum” (Rilke)

Invention 
 transformation of an idea from irrelevant to relevant

Iterability 
 repeatability. Made possible by the difference between one sign and  
 another and the ease of repeating a sign (all letters in the alphabet are 
 iterable)

Jacobin 
 the vanguard revolutionary “public safety” committees (terror 
 organizations)

Liminal 
 a period of transformation in which one identity is being dismantled but 
 a new identity has not yet cohered. Near collapse but open to intervention
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Limit 
 our inability to repair

Line of flight (Deleuze) 
 an opportunity for deterritorializing the zone as impasse or aporia and  
 setting in motion a new dynamic, new connections

Logic of sense (Deleuze) 
 an alternate path through and across language (not conceptual, but based 
 on similarities of signififers)

Macaronic puns 
 puns across languages (“gift” means poison in German)

Mapping 
 transversality across the popcycle to create an effect of testimony linking  
 one to the call (linking the egent’s life to the found news event)

Matrix 
 a network with no center. (Corresponds to Arendt’s “web”) – our social 
 and ideological infrastructure

MEmorial  
 peripheral (proposal for on site electronic device) + testimonial (website 
 with a meditation on abject sacrifice). A composite text and image

Metaphysics 
 category system

Middle voice 
 reflexive

Miranda 
 and its associations with the Miranda ruling, Carmen Miranda, and 
 miranda in medieval learning, derived from mirari

Mirari 
 to look with wonder
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Mirror stage 
 the growth period in which the child identifies itself in the mirror as a  
 whole image, but also separate from self

Mise en abyme 
 a miniaturization, literally “placed in the abyss.” Like nested eggs or a  
 hologram. It is a fourth mode of textual organization after narrative,  
 argument, and metaphor

Monad (Leibniz) 
 the individual soul

Mood (as virtual) 
 articulating the collective multiplicities passing through “me.” An 
 alternative to clarity

Mood (in linguistics) 
 the attitude a speaker takes towards a subject (indicative, interrogative,  
 conditional, imperative, subjunctive)

Museum of the Accident (Virilio) 
 each invention includes its own disaster (the train/the train wreck)

Mystory 
 a writing in the middle voice that shows us our internal Rushmore. The 
 mystoricist is an allegorist but doesn’t know the moral in advance. The   
 point where the aphorism of thought intersects with the anecdote of life

Neo-ATH 
 update of inquiry into foolishness and calamity from theatrical tragedy to 
 Internet consulting

Nomad (Deleuze) 
 a postmodern monad

Noumenal (Kant)  
 an object of the intellect (as opposed to a phenomenal object)

Objective correlative 
 an external representation of an internal state of mind
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Obtuse meaning 
 Barthes’ term for punctum, third meaning, and so on. An uncoded  
 feature, usually triggering a personal memory (the personal sacred)

Optical unconscious 
 the inability to grasp oneself as a seeing being. It is only apparent in our  
 experience of optical illusions

Oracle 
 connects personal problem to cultural wisdom. In ancient times, it was  
 a god-given message, but in Electracy, it is a system of formless values 
 emerging from calamity

Ortung 
 localization of a threshold (between inside and outside)

Pathic field 
 emotional involvement, identifications

Peripheral 
 the asterisk or on-site part of the monument. The possibility of a 
 counter-propagandistic use of peripheral thinking (theorists have  
 demonstrated that propaganda is effective when the receiver is thinking 
 peripherally, i.e. not processing the information in a direct, conscious 
 way)

Personal sacred 
 “the sacred operates in the real through dirt.” In a sacred place, destiny is 
 fixed by chance

Picture theory 
 a pattern across various domains (image, language)

Popcycle 
 family, entertainment, school, and discipline (career)

Psychogeography 
 replaces the clear distinction between subject and object (we map our  
 “selves” in the scene)
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PTSD 
 Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder: the consequences of the separation of  
 memory from consciousness that occurs during a traumatic event. Also, 
 the storage of the event as a “body memory” that is retriggered by a 
 synthone

Puncept 
 a concetto based on the resemblance of terms. Used to connect discourses

Querent 
 one member of a group who performs a mystory on behalf of the theoria

Real (Lacan) 
 That which is beyond representation

Reasoneon 
 image reasoning, peripheral logic

Rebus 
 Freud’s term for the images in dreams, indicated by the way in which the 
 name for the picture was the pun for a concept. In Ulmer’s example, the  
 “fruit” on Carmen Miranda’s hat

Refrain (Deleuze) 
 any aggregate of matters of expression that draws a territory

Relay 
 a weak model

Remake 
 Ulmer’s term for an update of an existing form. In this case, he remakes 
 the Turing test as a musical comedy

Revolutionary monuments 
 for mass education, collective identity formation, and liberation

Rhizome 
 a network with multiple switch points and no fixed center. Collaborative  
 production, group identity – constructs the unconscious, reversible,  
 modifiable, has multiple entryways, a spreading weed, decentered, a  
 tangle
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Sacrifice and expenditure (Bataille)
 . . .

Sama (Sufism) 
 literally means hearing, with the ear of the heart to music in the most 
 profound sense . . . while being in a special state so deeply plunged in  
 Love that there is no taint of self left within awareness

Samba 
 Brazilian dance

Saudade 
 longing or yearning for something or someone. Andalusian version is 
 duende. Scene of instruction – a scene in which the protagonist learns a 
 vital lesson about the way the world works (i.e. “boys don’t cry”). A 
 crucial part of subject formation

Semantic domains 
 discourses

Sender 
 in narrative, mediating between the diegesis and the culture in which the 
 story makes sense

Seriality 
 the microprocesses within an event

Series 
 the micro-movements within an event (which can be moments or eons)

Shadow 
 the part of the subject blocking vision. (In Jungian terms, the hidden  
 parts of the self)

Signifiance (the white wall) and subjectification (the black hole) in the   
 visage (face)

Simulacra 
 in MEmorial, emerging from a series of repetitions, without reference or 
 grounding in origin. It is part of a mode of peripheral inference called 
 conduction
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Singularity 
 escapes classification, or is a result of chance as destiny

Site 
 connects disaster to a place with no intrinsic interest

Sovereign exception 
 the creation of a space in which order can have validity

Spectacle (Debord) 
 actuality and images merge and become indistinguishable leading to the  
 destruction of civic life. An image apparatus

Stimmung (Heidegger) 
 the sting of feeling, attunement. The mood that makes bestimmen  
 (knowledge) matter

Studium 
 “official” meaning based on accepted codes of meaning and textual 
 production

Sublimation 
 the displacement of psychic energy (i.e. transference of erotic energy into 
 art)

Sublime 
 awe inspiring, but more importantly perhaps, that which cannot be  
 adequately represented in language

Sublime image of ideology 
 those things the leaders and community treat as exceptions but are 
 essential features of a way of life

Superego 
 that which scrutinizes me

Symbolic (Lacan) 
 the stage that begins with the acquisition of language, which is concurrent  
 with the psychic separation of the child from its parents 
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Symptoms (Lacan) 
 holds together the real, symbolic, and imaginary. It is a metaphor – has a 
 hole at the center - for that which creates the illusory sense of a coherent  
 self

Syncretism 
 the combination of two systems, i.e. postructuralism and Afro-Caribbean 
 divination

Synthone 
 signifier without a signified;  also a refrain that can hold together a group 
 subject

Terror vs. tourism
 . . . 

Testimonial 
 dramatizes blindness. Secondhand access to info, not through sense or 
 intuition – vs. testimony

Theoria (from Solon) 
 active observation, asking questions, listening, feeling, hearing, and 
 seeing. A group mystory

Third degree vs. Samba 
 two methods (corresponding to literacy and electracy): interrogation to  
 wrest the Truth vs. making and finding patterns

Third Meaning/Punctum/obtuse meaning (Barthes) 
 obtuse, indirect, involuntary meaning triggered by association between a  
 detail (or set of details) and a sharp wound

Tourism (and mourning) 
 play roles in identity formation

Transference 
 situation from past reactivated in present relationship

Trauma 
 See PTSD
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Tuning fork (Nietzsche) 
 used for sounding out the hollowness of idols

Uncanny 
 an eerie feeling of resemblance

Unconscious 
 the gap in the split subject (between I and me). The interface between  
 brain and consciousness – it is writeable in electracy

Unruhe 
 disquiet, unease, the anxiety that marks modernity

Utility/revolution 
 a conceptual field the MEmorial wants to avoid

Vanitas 
 the deaths head we show to the community

Vehicle and tenor 
 the two discursive areas brought together in a metaphor. The vehicle is 
 “known” term and the “tenor” is the term in question

Verbum infans 
 the Word made flesh but without a word (the baby Jesus)

Vinculum (Deleuze) 
 the word/thing combination needed to label a set coming into formation.

Virtue (religious society) vs. etiquette (what democracy instills)

Why/Y 
 Ulmer’s shift from the question “why” to the image: the form of the letter 
 and the visual analogies it opens – i.e. wishbone, etc.

Zone of indistinction 
 an apparently innocuous space in which the normal order is de facto 
 suspended, where example and exception merge, a place where bare life  
 is exposed to death. Used to describe the Nazi camps, but also applies to 
 any institution in which exception and sovereignty rather than law
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